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Our offer

QUALITY
Our products show excellent results in field tests. 

EFFICIENCY
Our products are very competitively priced for their

quality. Always helping the professional. 



CREAM PAINT is a product made for cleaning
hands, oriented to the car refinishing
professional, eliminating the remains of
paints without damaging the skin, activating
at the same time a healing and curative
power of cracks, itching and other problems
derived from the skin. It is also suitable for
grease, oils, etc... Contains dermatological
regenerators and analergic citrus essences. 

DPA 020 CREAM – PAINT
PAINTER'S SPECIAL HAND WASHING CREAM.

 

packaging

 

5L.

DOSING PUMP



CLEAN PAINT is a product created for the car painter's
needs, removing paint and clearcoat residues that
appear after repainting and that have to be removed
without damaging the old paint layer as well as soft
materials (rubber, plastics, etc...). It is ideal for cleaning
headlights and lights with paint residues.
It is an excellent remover of adhesive and wet glue
residues. 
The product has unbeatable characteristics in the
disappearance of silicone contaminating agents.

DPA 030 CLEAN PAINT
SPRAY, PAINT, ADHESIVE AND GLUE

RESIDUES REMOVER.

packaging

20L.

5L. 

500cc 

PULVERISER



BRILL CAR is a product manufactured for the protection and
care of all types of car surfaces, leaving a look similar to
new, without excess shine and leaving a dry scented finish
with a pleasant appearance. It is a scientifically tested,
silicone-free product, also ideal for polishing and cleaning
the upper parts (plastics, paint interiors, etc.) of an engine
due to its high flash point. Used for final polishing of
bodywork and engines, moisture repellent and non-stick. 
Universal product, it is used for the exterior polishing of
bodywork and all types of rubber on the exterior of
vehicles..

DPA 050 BRILL- CAR
SPECIAL VINYL AND LEATHER POLISH.

packaging

20L.

5L. 

500cc 

PULVERISER



AMBI GOT is an air freshener, odour destroyer, ideal for
car boots, eliminating odours from spillages and
humidity. It is also used to impregnate the air inlet
filters in the passenger compartment, leaving a
pleasant hygienic aroma in the passenger
compartment. Its high content of selective aromatic
fixatives makes it a very cost-effective product, giving
the repairer the opportunity to deliver work with a
pleasant presence at low cost. It has a mild fragrance
with cologne. Fragrances will be made to the
consumer's taste.

DPA 062 AMBI- GOT & PAUL

AIR FRESHENER CONCENTRATE

packaging

20L.

5L. 

500cc 

PULVERISER



TAPI CLEAN S is a product created for the
cleaning of car upholstery, both vehicle
roofs and floors, panels, etc. It has a high
cleaning power with raw materials that
care for the tones of the upholstery. 

DPA 070 TAPI- CLEAN
UPHOLSTERY CLEANER

packaging

20L.

5L. 

500cc 

PULVERISER



CLEANER INSECTS is a product specially designed for the
problems that appear when trying to remove insects,
adhering to the surface of cars on the front side. It is also
exceptional for removing contamination from paint and
varnish layers, leaving surfaces looking polished and
restoring the original colour of the surfaces. It has the
ability to remove oxidation residues on both painted
surfaces and pure sheet metal. Professionals use it as a
quick polish-brightener, to bring out the colours when
looking at the finishing shades. The compound is
harmless to any surface of the car (plastics, upholstery,
leather, etc.), but aggressive to dirt and pollutants.  

DPA 092 CLEANER-INSECTS
INSECT AND GREASY PARTICLE CLEANER

packaging20L.

5L. 

500cc 

PULVERISER



DENS CAR FORCE DPA 094 is a concentrated degreaser
for all types of surfaces in automotive and metalworking.
It is suitable for removing dirt from engines and parts as
well as for washing car bodies and commercial vehicles.
The product also gives good results in the removal of oil
and grease residues on the floors of workshop facilities.
It is biodegradable and allows large dilutions in water
base.

 

DPA 094 dens car force
CONCENTRATED DEGREASING CLEANER

packaging

20L.

5L. 

500cc 

PULVERISER



Cleaner formulated with surfactants, alcohol and
perfume.
Easily removes dirt accumulated on any type of
glass, due to its high cleaning power and fast
evaporation.
It does not scratch the glass or its finish. 
It is particularly suitable for cleaning glass, but can
also be used on other types of surfaces.
 

DPA 098 LIMP- CRIS 
PROFESSIONAL GLASS CLEANER

packaging

20L.

5L. 

500cc 

PULVERISER



LEX CLEANER-M is a product designed for cleaning car
and motorbike bodywork. It is a product with high

foaming power that does not damage surfaces and
removes dirt efficiently, it can be used both in manual

washing and in car wash tunnels. 
Depending on the soiling of the vehicle, it can be diluted

with 1-5 %.
 

DPA 139 LEX CLEANER M
MANUAL SHAMPOO

packaging

20L.

5L. 

 



Let's talk

POSTAL ADDRESS
Calle travesia de l'alqueria N8 46469
Beniparrell VALENCIA

PHONE NUMBER
(+34) 96 312 28 31

EMAIL
info@dpadiluyentes.com



WE WANT TO WORK WITH YOU.

Thank you so
much!

WWW.DPADILUYENTES.COM


